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ABSTRACT
ACCELERATED TESTING OF COMPONENTS MADE BY
ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

Shravya Sree Potluri, M.S.
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Northern Illinois University, 2015
Dr. Abhijit Gupta, Director
Additive manufacturing, commonly known as 3D printing, has revolutionized
manufacturing and it is finding applications from simple structures to aerospace. For
automotive and aerospace applications, vibration is a big factor, but to date, long- term
performance data has not been available for structures made using additive manufacturing and
subjected to vibratory loading. No information is available for fatigue under sinusoidal load.
Accelerated testing of 3D-printed and conventional samples made of stainless steel (316) is
proposed in this thesis. Since little is known about additive- manufactured dynamic loading,
this research was done in various steps. First tests were used to estimate the basic
material properties such as modulus of elasticity, ultimate strength, etc. Next this material
was subjected to sinusoidal vibration to obtain basic fatigue properties. The fatigue life of the
conventional and the 3D-printed samples are compared.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Accelerated Testing
Accelerated life testing is the process in which a product is tested by subjecting it to
higher conditions than its normal parameters. The results of this test are further analyzed, and
predictions can be made about the service life of the product.
1.2 Additive Manufacturing
Additive manufacturing is a process in which digital 3D design data is used to build up a
component in layers by depositing material. The term "3D printing" is increasingly used as a
synonym for additive manufacturing [1]. The process we used to build our sample is laserengineered net shaping (LENS).

A high-power laser is used to melt metal powder supplied coaxially to the focus of the
laser beam through a deposition head. The laser beam typically travels through the center of the
head and is focused to a small spot by one or more lenses. The X-Y table is moved in raster
fashion to fabricate each layer of the object. Typically the head is moved up vertically as each
layer is completed. The laser beam may be delivered to the work by any convenient means [2].
1.3 Literature Review
In the paper, “ Random Vibration, Damping, and Accelerated Life Testing,” by
Ashwini Pothula[3],damped and undamped samples were taken and fatigue life was
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calculated experimentally and theoretically , and the results are compared.
In the paper, “ Fatigue Analysis in Selective Laser Melting,” the authors
presented a review of existing studies about fatigue life analysis in SLM as well as results
from uniaxial high cycle fatigue (HCF) tests of 1.4542 stainless steel as-built and machined
specimens with a stress ratio of R = 0[4]. The obtained fatigue strength at 10^7 cycles of asbuilt specimens was used as input for fatigue tests of thin-walled actuator housings. Numerical
simulation was used to determine the stress distribution of thin-walled as-built actuator
housings under specific loads. Results indicate that the thin-walled as-built actuator housing
withstood higher peak stresses compared to as-built specimens due to a high stress gradient.

1.4 Objective
Additive manufacturing has revolutionized manufacturing and aerospace fields. But
performance data was not been available for structures made using additive manufacturing and
subjected to vibratory loading. Accelerated testing of samples made of stainless steel (316) is
proposed in this thesis.

Samples were manufactured in two ways. First, the samples were additively
manufactured (3D printed) using LENS technique. The second was the conventional material
was taken and the samples were prepared using water-jet cutting process.

The parameters used while carrying out LENS technique are as follows:
 Power (W) - 64
 Travel speed (in/min) - 15
 Powder Flow (RPM) - 4.23
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The measured values are:
 Net Heat Input (J/mm2) - 15.8
 Internal Energy (kJ) - 188.7
The sample dimensions used for performing the test are 7 inches long, 1 inch wide
and 0.05 inch thick( Figure 1.1). The dimensions of the sample were chosen such that the
failure w o u l d occur in a reasonable time and also at a certain location. The sample was
designed using SOLIDWORKS software.

Figure 1.1: Sample dimensions

1.5 Approach

Accelerated testing of 3D-printed and conventional samples made of stainless steel
(316) is proposed in this thesis. 3D-printed samples are manufactured using LENS
technique and conventional samples are manufactured using water -jet cutting
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process. These samples were subjected to sinusoidal vibration to obtain basic fatigue
properties. The fatigue life of the conventional and the 3D-printed samples are compared.

2. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
A software which simulates interactions of various disciplines of physics, vibration, heat
transfer, fluid dynamics, etc., for engineers is ANSYS. It is the finite element method that
analyzes the structure before the prototype is built.

The study of dynamics properties of a sample can be done by modal analysis. By using
modal analysis we can find natural frequencies and mode shapes under free vibration. One of the
ends of the sample is fixed and modal analysis is performed to find the natural frequency (Figure
2.1).

Figure 2.1: Sample showing boundary conditions in ANSYS

Table 2.1 gives the natural frequency values.
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Table 2.1: Modes and frequency for the sample specimen
Mode

Frequency(Hz)

1

43.858

2

119.56

3

217.85

4

392.16

5

655.91

6

1055.4

Sine sweep test is conducted to find the resonating frequency. In this test, ramping is done
over a range of frequencies to define the resonating frequency. The simplest input we give is a
linear one. Vibration view software is used to carry out this test.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A LING Electronics made, 6000 pound 612VH series shaker is used for this analysis
(Figure 3.1). The excitation force for structural and environmental vibration testing are
provided by these model shakers. The operating frequency range is 5 Hz to 3000 Hz for
either sine or a random input, driven by a power amplifier in the 5 kVA to 16 kVA range.

Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up
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The 3D-printed samples and the conventional samples are run on the shaker at various G
values (magnitude of acceleration) to find the failure time, until 6.5G failure didn’t occur for
more than 2*10^5 cycles. The parts failed at 7, 7.5 and 8G. The failure times were noted
respectively.

For the 3D-printed sample, the failure times are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Failure time and cycles of failure for a 3D-printed sample at various G values
T1/T2

G2/G1

102857

Failure Time(in
Minutes)
36

-

-

7.5

68572

24

1.5

1.07

8

37141

13

1.85

1.06

G value

Cycles of Failure

7

For the conventional sample, the failure times are shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Failure time and cycles of failure for a conventional sample at various G values
T1/T2

G2/G1

137143

Failure Time(in
Minutes)
48

-

-

7.5

94285

37

1.29

1.07

8

60101

21

1.76

1.06

G value

Cycles of Failure

7

It is observed from the above tables that the failure times of the conventional samples are
more than that of the 3D-printed samples. The reasons for this are explained in further chapters.

3.1 Sinusoidal View Test Set-Up
Before starting the actual test, a pretest has to be conducted. Initially select sinusoidal in
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the test type. Click the new test button and select sinusoidal to enter the required input frequency.
Prior to this, to find the natural frequency of the sample, we conducted a sine sweep test using
Vibration View software (Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2: Figure showing the frequency and acceleration in Vibration View
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The various settings required for a sinusoidal vibration are shown in Figs 3.3-3.9.

Figure 3.3: Profile settings
Profile – The start and amplitude of the test along with start and end frequency are entered here
[3].
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Figure 3.4: Schedule settings
Schedule –The duration and frequency of the sample at which the test is carried out are entered
here [3].
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Figure 3.5: Sweep settings
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Figure 3.6: Parameter settings
Parameters – For most tests, the parameters may be left at their default values. Generally, the
feedback control parameters for the test are entered here [3].
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Figure 3.7: Limits settings
Limits – The tolerance and abort limits are entered here. The tolerance lines are generally the
reference lines. They determine when to switch to “run” mode during the test. If abort limits are
exceeded, the test will be aborted. The maximum output voltage limit is also entered here. The
system maximum gain and output threshold parameters depend on the type of shaker and
amplifier used [3].
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Figure 3.8: Channels settings
Channels – The channel to which the accelerometer placed on the shaker head is connected is
called the control channel. It is selected here. To combine the channel methods we select the
averaging of selected channels option [3].
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Figure 3.9: Data settings
Data –The directory to which data has to be saved at regular intervals and at the end of the test
is selected here [3].

4. ANALYSING MICROSTRUCTURES
To analyze the microstructures of the sample, a piece from both 3D- printed
and conventional samples is cut, mounted, grinded and etched (Figs. 4.1- 4.4).

Figure 4.1: Mounted 3D-printed sample –Transverse view

Figure 4.2: Mounted 3D-printed sample –Longitudinal view
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Figure 4.3: Mounted conventional sample – Transverse view

Figure 4.4: Mounted conventional sample – Longitudinal view
Rockwell "B" hardness testing is performed on both the samples.

The Rockwell

hardness test method is the most commonly used hardness test method. The Rockwell test is
generally easier to perform and more accurate than other types of hardness testing methods.
For soft materials such as steel and aluminum alloys, a 1/16" diameter steel ball is used
with a 100-kilogram load and the hardness is read on the "B" scale. In testing harder materials,
hard cast iron and many steel alloys, a 120- degree diamond cone is used with up to a
150- kilogram load and the hardness is read on the "C" scale.
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The hardness value of a 3D-printed sample is 69 and a conventional sample is 75.
The value of 3D- printed sample is low because hitting area comprises of variety of
structures of different grain size and various orientations.
In Fig 4.5, we can see variety of structures, various grain sizes and different
orientation.

Figure 4.5: Microstructure of a 3D-printed sample in transverse direction
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In the longitudinal direction we can clearly observe the orientation of grains in
different direction (Fig. 4.6). The orientation of the grains is uniform throughout the phase. Each
phase is divided by a boundary called “beads.”

Figure 4.6: Microstructure of a 3D-printed sample in longitudinal direction
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In Fig. 4.7, we can see uni-shape structures, uniform grain sizes in a uniform
orientation.

Figure 4.7: Microstructure of a conventional sample in transverse direction
In longitudinal direction we can observe the uniform orientation of grains more clearly
(Fig. 4.8). From the microstructure we can say that it is cold rolled.

Figure 4.8: Microstructure of a conventional sample in longitudinal direction
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4.1 SEM Fractography
SEM stands for scanning electron microscopy. It is the method in which high-resolution
imaging of surfaces is done. For imaging, the SEM uses electrons. The SEM uses an electron
beam to trace over the object which creates a replica of the original object. The electrons used by
SEM are produced by thermal emission source, whose energy can be as low as 100eV or as
high as 30keV. By an elastic collision of incident electrons, high-energy electrons are ejected
known as backscattered electrons. The emitted lower energy electrons resulting from inelastic
scattering are called secondary electrons. The energy of secondary electrons is generally 50 eV
or less [5].

The SEM creates an image by scanning the incident electron beam in a raster pattern
across the object’s surface. For each position in the scanned area, the emitted electrons are
detected by an electron detector. The electrons emit signals whose intensity is displayed as
brightness on a display monitor or in a digital image file. The position in the image scan is
synchronized with the scan of the incident electron beam to display the morphology of the
sample surface area. The ratio of the image display size to the sample area scanned by the
electron beam is known as magnification of the image [5].

In Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10, the initial point of the crack is clearly shown for the
3D-printed sample. It is observed that the crack is starting at the center of the sample,
making the microstructure weak.
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Figure 4.9: SEM fractography of 3D-printed sample

Figure 4.10: SEM fractography – Close view of initial point of 3D-printed sample
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In Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, the micro-void coalescence on left and right side of the
initial point of the 3D-printed sample is clearly seen.

Figure 4.11: Micro-void coalescence on left of initial point of 3D-printed sample

Figure 4.12: Micro-void coalescence on right of initial point of 3D-printed sample
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In Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14, the initial point of the crack is clearly shown
for the conventional sample. It is observed that the crack is starting at the center of the sample,
making the microstructure weak.

Initial
point

Figure 4.13: SEM fractography of conventional sample

Figure 4.14: SEM fractography – Close view of initial point of conventional sample
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In Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.16, the micro-void coalescence on left and right side of the
initial point of the conventional sample is seen.

Figure 4.15: Micro-void coalescence on left of initial point of conventional sample

Figure 4.16: Micro-void coalescence on right of initial point of conventional sample
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It is observed that the micro-void coalescence in the 3D-printed sample is more
clearly seen than in the conventional sample. From this observation we can say that in this
case 3D- printed samples have a comparatively weaker structure than the conventional samples,
causing the 3D-printed sample to have a lower fatigue life than the conventional sample.

4.2 Microstructure Showing Porosity
In Figure 4.17, we can observe the microstructure showing porosity in a conventional
sample which is free from pores. Pores are one of the reasons for causing the cracks in the
sample. This clear sample says that it has more strength.

Figure 4.17: Microstructure showing porosity in a conventional sample
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In Figure 4.18, we can observe the microstructure showing porosity in a 3D-printed
sample. We can observe a pattern of pores in this sample. Since the bead is laid
longitudinally, pores are observed in the each bead laid. Pores are one of the reasons for
causing the cracks in the sample. When compared with the conventional sample, it is observed
that there are more pores in the 3D-printed sample. It could be one of the reasons for the low
fatigue life of the 3D-printed samples in this case.

Figure 4.18: Microstructure showing porosity in 3D-printed Sample

4.3 Hardness Testing
Two types of hardness test namely, Rockwell B and Vickers, were carried out on 3Dprinted and conventional samples, both in transverse and longitudinal directions. The results
are presented in the Tables 4.1 and 4.2.
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Table 4.1: Rockwell B and Vickers hardness values for a 3D-printed sample both in
transverse and longitudinal directions

Hardness Type

3D Printed Sample
Transverse

Rockwell B

68

70

69

Longitudinal
69

62

65

236

Vickers

64

64

241.8

From Table 4.1 we can draw the following observations about the 3D-printed samples:


They are isotropic, randomized and crystallographic casted structure.



Same properties are observed in any direction.



Not much difference is observed in hardness values when direction is changed.

Table 4.2: Rockwell B and Vickers hardness values for a conventional sample
both in transverse and longitudinal directions

Hardness Type

Conventional Sample
Transverse

Rockwell B
Vickers

72

71

75
170.4

Longitudinal
73

42

46

44

44

215

From Table 4.2 we can draw the following observations about the conventional samples:


Conventional samples possess different properties in different directions.



A huge difference is observed in hardness values in different directions.

5. RESULTS
S-N curve is drawn for the Stainless Steel 316 type and the 3D-printed sample. It is
observed that the curve obtained for the 3D-printed sample is deflected from the original curve.
In Figure 5.1, the blue curve depicts the values of the Stainless Steel 316 type. The grey curve
is plotted by using 3D-printed sample values. It is clearly observed that the grey curve is widely

Stress

deflected from the original curve.

Number of Failure Cycles
Figure 5.1: Plot of stress versus number of failure cycles

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
From our results and analysis we can draw the following conclusions:


The fatigue life of the 3D-printed sample is low for the specimens we have considered,
when compared to that of the conventional sample, because 3D printing left voids
throughout the printed part. These voids acted as source of cracks.



Conventional samples on the other hand, are almost completely free of voids in the
microstructure, so fatigue life is high.

The following could be considered as the future work for this thesis:


The surface finish is the factor that could be considered.



The parameters of the 3D-printed samples can be optimized further for better results.



Characterization methods for fatigue analysis need to be explored.



I have considered sinusoidal input and carried out the work. The same could be done
considering random input.
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